MVP Course Summary – through Army IgnitED
These instructions are provided to help you select the MVP Training Program that best suits your goal and flight
experience.
MVP Aviation is a FAA Part 61 training provider and we leverage the flexibility allowed under CFR Part 61 to
help you meet your goals. We have bundled our training in $4,000 packages (approx.), to simplify the application
process. If you do not fit within one of these categories, please contact us directly before applying through Army
IgnitED. If you are already a military rated pilot and/or have a mixed bag of experience, your most flexible option
will be MVP Bundle: Commercial/Supplemental Rating - Phase V
Corresponding Army IgnitED Course Option: Commercial Pilot, Airplane Single Engine (ASE) Rating
This bundle allows us to evaluate your current flight experience, then to use the Army IgnitED funding toward
filling in the blanks which may lead to a Commercial or other advanced rating.
Questions? Please e-mail us at info@MVPaviation.com
Private Pilot - Phase I
(Prerequisite: little or no flight experience. Goal: to prepare for Solo Flight)
Private Pilot - Phase II
(Prerequisite: near solo, or recently soloed. Goal: to prepare for the Private Pilot Check Ride)
Instrument Pilot - Phase III
(Prerequisite: Private Pilot rated. Goal: to build cross-country/IFR experience)
Instrument Pilot - Phase IV
(Prerequisite: Private Pilot rated with cross-country/IFR experience. Goal: to prepare for the Instrument Check
Ride)
Commercial/Supplemental Rating - Phase V
(Prerequisite: Private Pilot rated. Goal: to build cross-country/IFR/ or other required flight experience for an
advanced rating)
Flight Instructor/Supplemental Rating - Phase V
(Prerequisite: Commercial Pilot rate. Goal: to prepare for the CFI or CFII Check Ride)
Private Pilot - Check Ride (final exam)
Instrument Pilot - Check Ride (final exam)
Commercial Pilot - Check Ride (final exam)
Flight Instructor - Check Ride (final exam)
(These four Check Ride options are available to allow you to complete the corresponding rating)
GO TO: https://www.armyignited.com/app/ and start your application today. Be sure to search for “MVP
Aviation, LLC as your provider,” then select the appropriate program. If you have any difficulties please contact
your Army Education Center, or Army IgnitED Support. We, at MVP Aviation, would like to help more with the
application process. However, we do not have access to the Army Education System (only to our vendor
account).
Thank you!

